
We’ve All Done Stupid Things

“It’s easy,” He says. “I quit all the time.”

We’re sitting outside a cafe smoking cigarettes. It’s a loosely themed Hawaiian joint that 
serves piña coladas in the evening, and the parasols that shield us from the sun look like 
enlarged cocktail umbrellas. Our shadows stretch out over the plastic tabletops, his spidery 
six-fingered hand running over mine as he flicks grey ash into the glass tray. 

“But how.” I press, holding my cigarette like a dart and staring deep into the stained yellow 
end of the filter. “Half the time I don’t even realise I’ve lit one.”

He begins to answer and then falters, brain tripping over itself until he’s just a mess of nods 
and shrugging. He’s only visiting; a stranger to me after four months away and his 
mannerisms throw me off kilter, a conscious déjà vu.  He changes the subject whilst I breathe
in a cloud of nicotine and menthol. I listen to him ramble, half sulking. 

I’m too proud to give up properly; aware of the looks I’d get from my friends who figure I 
only started so I’d look the part. Pretentious writer. First the steady decline of the thin green 
packets filling my pockets, then the grinding halt of paragraphs. To quit would be to 
surrender the easy explanation of myself.

“I’d have to start drinking whiskey.” I think aloud to myself as he segues into an anecdote 
about German beer. I wait for him to reassure me, knowing he won’t. 

Our food arrives. A platter of pitta, hummus, olives, haloumi. We each make a display of 
rubbing our hands together in exaggerated glee, slightly out of sync so it is not clear whether 
we’re copying or mirroring each other’s movements. There are traits we’ve picked up, 
catchphrases uttered for no-one’s appeal other than our own. 

“The thing about French art house,” He swallows, the words staggering over the food still in 
his mouth. “Is that they’re always so relentlessly striving to break the next taboo.”

“Like sex?”

He smiles, knowingly. “Always sex.”

He doesn’t catch my eye so I look down at my plate, leftover couscous freckling the white 
china. I stab at a slice of ham, folding it into squares with the end of my fork.

We were introduced under the canopy of a local bar. It was raining and groups of students 
huddled under the warm orange glow of the outside heaters. He asked to borrow my lighter 
and introduced himself as an art critic. We smoked together swaddled in our green army 
coats; his large and fraying, mine feminine and expensive. That was it.

We are friends because I am awkward and he is embarrassing. The first to dance at parties or 
even where there is no party at all. When his head begins to bob on his stubbled neck I feel 
safe enough to affect my own unsteady moves, a background feature against his enthusiastic 



bouncing. At dinner I can eat messily, wipe splashes of cider from my trousered thighs 
knowing he’s not watching. He never notices, eyes moving but never focussing. Unlike me, 
he is unafraid of moments like these, a baffling contradiction of self-absorption and lack of 
ego.

My mouth is full and he carries on. “Sex is not the only taboo, though. There are deeper 
things than this.”

I feel a twinge of something.

Last year and the month we were bored, he kissed me. It felt inevitable, and most people like 
to be chosen. We decided to take our clothes off and have sex. Spirits sunk, I was woozy the 
first time he led me home holding my hand through our respective gloves. We were in the 
nowhere hours, where the night is both too late and too early. Cars passed us along the main 
road sporadically, and we could stumble through the snow without fear of headlights, horns. 
The tall grey tower block was cold and impersonal.

“Such as?”

When he took off my top and unhooked me, I was surprised. I fashion my own bras from 
cupped hands, weak wrists. My stomach sucked in, I’m the first one across the room to dive 
under the duvet like a startled kitten. It’s intimate in the dark, I’ve told mystery lovers. We 
kissed messily, pausing to draw breath and laugh as though we were shocked by what our 
bodies were doing. Outside myself, I watched without closing my eyes.   

He called me more than I called him, and I wondered why. We would meet every two or 
three days and I would talk very little of my life, until I felt myself treading the line between 
enigmatic and bored. Occasionally I offered anecdotes which fell flat on the tables between 
us. I wanted him to ask but wasn’t bothered much either way. We swept past shop fronts, in 
and out of coffee shops, filling the time with stories and silences that were never 
uncomfortable. At the end of the night it was never presumed, never arranged prior to the act 
of two bodies slumping closer at the bar, a secret shoulder shake that finally propelled us into 
a waiting taxi.

“British Pornography.” He drawls, straight-faced for a second before the sides of his mouth 
lift. “You British are so uptight.”

We know this isn’t true. The second or seventh time, I fell off the bed. Drunk. Not yet used to
my new body, the elegance I tried to affect by standing and stepping off the mattress was lost.
The old me spiralled into the opposite wall. I knocked my kneecap against the brick and 
shrieked. As I fawned over my mishaps during the walk into town, his voice would be there 
next to mine. “Don’t worry about it; we’ve all done stupid things.” He wiped a smudge of 
toothpaste from my bottom lip. I hobbled slightly on my bruised knee, wincing each time my 
shoes slipped in the snow. We didn’t hold hands. Later, in the loo, pushing the pockets over 
my hipbones and right down to my ankles. Massive, red and throbbing. He bought me 
breakfast in a greasy spoon cafe, almost to make up for it. We were both hungover but tired 
of showing it. 



He asks me about my writing. It’s the one thing he is truly interested in, the process of 
creation. I’m not an academic; bumbling through our second meeting, bluffing about libraries
and research. 

“I’m having trouble with the plot.” I try to explain this time, hiding my words under mashed 
salad. “For once I’ve got something to say, but no resolution. Things keep happening and I 
can’t seem to tie them all together.”

He nods slowly. His mouth stops moving and I find myself watching him think. Thinning 
brown hair and a large nose. The inevitable tatty jumper, stretched out across a neglected 
figure. 

Through the cold nights we would lay in bed talking about ex-partners, neither of us needing 
to be anywhere. I never felt jealous. In the daytime we rarely touched but before noon, 
squeezed into a single bed and glasses off, it felt like a private joke. I liked hearing about his 
childhood and he liked kissing my back. Clothes on, bending to lace up dirty trainers, we 
would never refer to it later. 

He left almost silently, drifting out of my life like the snow which thawed and melted, leaving
the streets slick but safe. No explanation, no need. I missed the parts that didn’t feel like a 
dream, which after a few weeks wasn’t very much at all. I started eating more and stopped 
feeling for the jagged lines of my pelvis when I became absent minded. We kept in touch and
he seemed happy with his life. The details emailed were sparse, leading me to think of 
echoing rooms and midnight diners. He found somebody. I found somebody.

We make eye contact. Different pupils shielded behind glass, our prescriptions eerily similar. 
He finally speaks. 

“Like smoking,” He says. “You have to know when to stop.”

I had to go after that and he walked me out. We hugged and agree that December had been 
weird but good. I didn’t know how to end the conversation properly so I shrugged the 
moment off with a joking ‘see you later’. We didn’t kiss. Do I wish we had? I don’t know. 
Would it have made a difference?       


